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The route to comprehensive protection
 
Have you already started on the road to innovation? Perhaps your project is still in its infancy, or perhaps 
you are well on your way towards realising your innovation goals. Either way, you’re not the only one, or 
are you? Are there other people with similar ideas? What are their rights? How much freedom do you 
have, and how are you going to protect it all?

At EP&C, we will help you set your course. We will help you to identify the rights of others and ensure 
that your innovation is not in infringement. In such cases, we will help you guide your innovation towards 
quieter waters, where you have the rights and the freedom you need to innovate. Even if this means 
curtailing your rights. 

The result is always solid and comprehensive protection for your Intellectual Property. Protection that will 
command respect from others and provide the ideal starting point for issuing licences to business part-
ners.

EP&C has a strong team of more than 30 certified attorneys who are qualified to offer IP representation in 
the Netherlands and in Europe. Each attorney has an academic background and technical specialism, years 
of experience, and a network of business partners that reaches far beyond the boundaries of Europe.

Find out more about our attorneys on our website www.epc.nl/en/people
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Partners in effective innovation

Setting our 
sights

We like to use our knowledge 

and experience as a catalyst in 

helping your business and your 

innovations succeed. This is why 

we like to start by discussing your 

wider ambitions and business 

objectives, so that we can adjust 

our sights to meet yours. 

Reliable  
partners

Our aim is to develop long-term 

and reliable partnerships. This 

calls for openness from both 

sides, with quality as its reward. 

We are honest and realistic and 

we do not measure our success 

on the number of patents we 

write.

Putting  
quality first

Just as you only get one shot at a 

patent application, we only get 

one shot at providing you with 

the right support and advice. This 

is why quality comes first, with 

teamwork as our driving force. 

Solution- 
driven

We are used to dealing with areas 

of technologies in which a great 

many patents have already been 

granted. With plenty of obstacles 

on route, there is often little room 

to manoeuvre and little margin 

for protection. This is our forte, 

however, and our attorneys will 

help you navigate your way to the 

right solution.

Meticulous  
and inquisitive

Our patent attorneys are 

inquisitive and meticulous. Their 

goal is to understand your 

innovation and technology, to 

understand the language of the 

inventor and translate it into solid 

and comprehensive protection. 

Keeping it 
simple

Patent law is complex and we 

consider it our responsibility to 

provide you with step-by-step 

guidance and information that 

will help you expand your 

knowledge and understanding of 

Intellectual Property rights. 



It’s our business to 
put your business first
Are you interested in effective innovation and the best 

ways of protecting the results? Please feel free to contact 

us and arrange a meeting with one of our specialists. This 

first appointment is obligation-free and free of charge.
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